WORK PROFILE
INDIA Redefined Village Coordinator

 INDIA Redefined Village Coordinator’s term will be for a period of one year,
which can further be extended to another year upon mutual agreement &
based on performance. His/ Her appointment will be subject to
confirmation after a period of 6 months, depending upon the appraisal
results. India Redefined is a non‐profit & voluntary organization and does
not sponsor any events or incur any expenses for its appointees and
thereby expects its team to be self‐dependent in generating funds.

 Make a Core Village Team of INDIA Redefined in their own Village with
other 3 Village Coordinators. There will be 4 Village Coordinators including
you who will form the Village Core Team too. You are responsible to find 3
Village Coordinators if at that time number of Village Coordinators is less
than 4 and are already not appointed. But final decision of appointment
will be of Managing Committee of INDIA Redefined.

 Help in finding some deserving Youth coordinators, right people from other
Rural Areas of your neighboring villages to become part of your Village
Core Team, and help other Village Coordinators do the same. If you cant
understand the English Language written in this Work Profile, Find a person
with good knowledge of English to convert it in the language you know.
Make people from Rural Areas or people who can understand English
understand their work profile given on website, same way as you did for
yourself. But final decision of appointment will be of Managing Committee
of INDIA Redefined.


Within a period of two months after you receive your appointment letter,
Village Coordinators are also responsible to find Chapter Coordinators in
their Village by dividing the Village in 10 ‐ 30 Chapters depending on the
Population / Area of the Village within a period of two months after you
receive your appointment letter along with the help of other 3 Village

Coordinators. Write the names of those areas of your Village where you are
forming these Chapters in your letter of Consent written to
ranjana.kanti@indiaredefined.org when you agree with all the terms of this
work profile.
With help of NGO government agencies or Chapter Coordinators in your village or
by motivating some ignited and committed villagers try to conduct at least 10 or
more of the following :
1. Make groups for Clean, Green, Environment in your village with some
people heading this group ( People interested in Cleaning their village or
Growing Trees under the banner of INDIA Redefined. Banners can be
downloaded from www.indiaredefined.org and can be made in any
language.
2. No tobacco campaigns
3. Leave alcohol campaigns
4. Anti AIDS,
5. Encouraging girl child
6. Stopping child labour
7. Stopping any Village girls or Boys getting married before he/she becomes
adults
8. Identify People interested teaching and making course of Non Formal
Education of Adults / Women / Any Illiterate who wishes to study like this
and help them conduct such Non Formal classes in night or any convenient
time after consulting villagers who couldn’t study or are working but now
they want to study..
9. People who are experts in any field of art / Craft / Any skilled Labour / Any
vocational Training and are willingly ready to train villagers under the
banner of INDIA Redefined. Help them to organize their classes voluntarily.
10.Download INDIA Redefined speech from www.indiaredefined.org with
the help of someone in village who knows computers, Identify villagers or

any person who has gone out of his/her village or may be visiting and
staying in your village for some time, who knows English can Convert
INDIA Redefined speech in the local language which villagers understand
and make Xerox or copies of those speeches.
11.Identify Speakers who can give motivating speeches in the local
language, give them copies of those speeches which villagers understand
and collect at least 20 villagers every month and make those Speakers
give them INDIA Redefined speech in the local language.

12.Identify people from different casts/sub casts to make a single Peace and
Unity Group, and with the help of that group keep villagers motivated to be
united.
13.Identify those villagers, may be more youth or any person who has gone
out of his/her village or may be visiting and staying in your village for some
time and are computer literate in basic Computers, internet etc and want
to make other People in their Villager Computer literate. Invite them from
other Rural Areas of your neighboring villages to become part of your
Working Members Committee.
14.Find details on Rain harvesting & proper utilization of water and share that
knowledge with other villagers.
15.Find details on cash crop and share that knowledge with other villagers.
16.Promoting traditional handicraft & handloom of his / her village, find
resources to help your village people to market it accordingly.
17.Different states of India have different Grameen Yojnas. Find details on
Grameen Yojnas and share that knowledge with other villagers.
18.Find details on below poverty line people living in the village & find
resources to help them to get employment in an around the local area with
help of Government authorities.
19.Find details by different micro –funding public & private institutions on how
your village people can get funding for agriculture seeds, equipments,
pesticides & manure .Identify and help the authorities give insight of

genuine borrowers & help genuine borrowers to avail these facilities of
funds. Work as an inter‐phase between the authorities & villagers.
20.With the help of other villagers and Chapter Coordinators of those villages
try to maintain the village schools, availing different kinds of facilities from
government & private sectors. – for example‐ Creative Workshops for
village children.
21.Motivate Villagers to keeping the village clean & hygienic.
22.Identify all kind of availability of vaccinations for kids & elders with the help
of some doctor and take your village doctors help or nearby City Doctors
for arranging free Health Check –up camps, Blood Donation Camps or
vaccinations for kids & other villagers.
23.Find details about India's lack of progress in the rural areas is the
inadequate and unreliable electricity supply and modern energy
services. The Village Coordinators can help the village for solar energy
formats for electricity with help of authorities.
24.Conduct Village Level INDIA Redefined event at once in 3 months under the
banner of INDIA Redefined by generating your resources with your other
Village Coordinators , nearby City Coordinators and your State Coordinators
,Village level Wings Coordinators and some of the Chapter Coordinators,
whom you have identified.
25.Monitor INDIA Redefined campaigns such as "C.U.R.E. India" Campaign , "Ek
Ka Dus" Campaign, "Educate India" Campaign, "I Care" Campaign, Youth
Campaign of "Clean, Green, United and Peaceful India", "Develop Your own
Village" Campaign , “INDIA Redefined Awareness Campaign” , “Internship
Programs” the active support of other Village coordinators, , nearby City
Coordinators ,Village level wing Coordinators, Chapter Coordinators of
your Village whom you have identified.
26.Village Coordinator is responsible to make these Wings Coordinators of in
their Village with the help of other 3 Village Coordinators and make these
wing Coordinators write the work Profile of their wing and their own work
Profile as Coordinators of these wings with the help of Village or nearby
City Coordinators of their respective Wing.

27.Try to form few of the following wings in your Village and find 4
Coordinators of these wings of INDIA Redefined in your Village with the
help of other 3 Village Coordinators of your Village. All 4 Village
Coordinators can identify the names of those wings which he /she will be
able to form and write the names in your letter of Consent written to
ranjana.kanti@indiaredefined.org when you agree with all the terms of this
work profile.

In addition to All India Coordinators, State Coordinators, City Coordinators,
Chapter Coordinators and Village coordinators, District Coordinators,
International and National Coordinators of Friends of INDIA Redefined Group,
NRI Coordinators, Youth Coordinators, there are different Wings of India
Redefined.

Different Wings of India Redefined.
 India Redefined Public Policy & Administration Advisory Committee (
PPAAC )- For Indian Administrative Service and experts in Public Policy &
Administration
 India Redefined Health and Hygiene Action Group - For Doctors and Public
Health Professionals
 INDIA Redefined Citizen Safety Forum - For Indian Police service, Defence
(Army, Navy, Air force) and Para-military Personnel &
Security Experts
 India Redefined Citizen - Corporate Collective Responsibility Group(CCCRG)
for Citizens to join their Individual Social Responsibility ISR to join with
Corporate for their Corporate Social Responsibility CSR
 India Redefined 3rd Sector Partnership Program - For NGOs to partner with
INDIA Redefined
 India Redefined Entrepreneur's Initiative Group/Forum- For Entrepreneurs
including Social Entrepreneurs, who have already succeeded in their fields and
is also for those Entrepreneurs including Social Entrepreneurs who want to
initiate some Activities, or Initiatives on this platform

 India Redefined Rural Development Wing
 INDIA Redefined Global Indians Group (GIG), NRIs
India Redefined Citizen' s Legal Advisory Forum- For Judges, Lawyers and
other legal professionals
 India Redefined Media PR wing - For Journalists, Reporters from TV, Print
media, Radio and people with Media/PR expertise
 India Redefined Creative Wing
 India Redefined Events Organizing wing
 India Redefined Writing and Communication wing
 India Redefined Project conceptualizing and project writing (for participatory
projects)wing
 India Redefined Speakers wing
 India Redefined Unity and Peace Group
 India Redefined Research and Development wing
 India Redefined Information Technology wing

Stagnating villages of India
No Power

No clean
drinking water

No Light

No irrigation
water

No Telephone

No cooking fuel

No all weather road

No local job

 Commit a certain number of hours on a weekly basis.
 Be consistently involved in creating awareness of the INDIA Redefined
movement, activities and campaigns in different segments of India
throughout the year in order to involve maximum number of people. For a
movement to be successful the first requirement is that people should
know about it – and as Coordinator, this is your primary duty.
 Submit a report of the work done to ranjana.kanti@indiaredefined.org of
the movement on a per month basis with the help of someone who knows
computers.
 Keep the records of the events conducted under INDIA Redefined banner in
form of pictures as well as articles, etc scan it with the help of someone
who knows computers and send to ranjana.kanti@indiaredefined.org


Generate resources for the events

 No traveling allowance will be given to any INDIA Redefined All India
Coordinator.
 Coordinators will be provided a @indiaredefined mail id and are required
to check @indiaredefined mail every day
 As a coordinator your work is not complete till you have sent your monthly
report – this should include members inducted, activities done (with
details), activities in progress, any other work being carried out. Unless your
report is received your efforts cannot be recognized, and neither can India
Redefined project these as work done by India Redefined teams. A
reporting template that will be provided

 Do not promote own company or business, through “India Redefined”
platform.
 Coordinators are appointed with their concurrence and are expected to
devote some time every week to India Redefined activities. If he/ she is
unable to perform any action for 30 days without adequate reason, then
he/she will be advised to vacate the position to give the opportunity to
someone who is able to take on the responsibilities.








All the appointments are only for a defined tenure.
All persons have voluntarily opted for the position & no remuneration in
cash or kind will be given by IR for his/her services for the said period.
All events, exhibitions, seminars, gathering of any kind which the individual
conducts on behalf of INDIA Redefined will be his/her sole responsibility and
INDIA Redefined cannot be held accountable for any of individual's wrong
actions.
Legal proceeding, if any, with the Coordinator or INDIA Redefined will be
under MUMBAI court jurisdiction.
All instruction from IR will be by mutual consent with the appointed
individual or committee,
INDIA Redefined Village Coordinators will work on all the formats & help
his /her village to become a self sustainable place of existence.

